
Debutant & Charity Ball

EARTH PROJECT PRESENTS

　　“The Momiji no Yakai”  is a charity party held by the Earth Project 

(Ms. Maria Kouzuki, Executive Head). The party is highly evaluated as one of 
the few, real social functions in Japan, where leading individuals from 
every sector of Japanese society come together, including top executives, 
scholars, artists, and intellectuals. “The Momiji no Yakai” is also one of 
the Earth Project’s activities for the purpose of conserving the global 
environment and fostering of human resources for the next generation.  
　　The Earth Project continuously appeals to the general public for 
protecting the global environment through publications, lecture circuits, 
parties, events, and other various activities.  
　　The portion of proceeds raised from publications and events will be 
donated to the WWF Japan (World Wide Fund for Nature Japan) and 
used for the preservation of the natural environment.

Gist of “the Momiji no Yakai”

　　Real social circles should be a forum for ladies and gentlemen as well as a stage for younger 
generations where they learn about contributing to society, becoming a role model for next 
generations, and further developing as human beings.  This kind of activities has already been 
established in Europe, while in Japan there are few social functions and charity balls for the 
conservation of global environment.  The Earth Project considers major roles of “the Momiji no 
Yakai” as follows:
         1. To re-form the consciousness of leading individuals from every sector
　　   2. To encourage businesses and higher socioeconomic groups for donation and social contribution
　　   3. To provide educational processes for younger people who lead the future

Announcement of the 2nd “Momiji no Yakai”
Debutante & Charity Party

Date:  on Wednesday, November 7, 2007
Place:  The Prince Room, B1F at the Takanawa Prince Hotel
Expected numbers of invitee:  250
Party Style:  Formal dinner
Dress code:  Black tie
Organizer:  Protocol & Manners Association of Japan (Ms. Maria Kouzuki, President)
Collaborator:  WWF Japan (World Wide Fund for Nature Japan)
Debutant dance guidance: Matthias Maria Urrisk Baron von Obertynski zu 
Obertyn (Court debutant coach in Austria)
Debutant Costume Designer:  Ms. Yumi Katsura 
Debutant Coordinate Kleine Krone


